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Three topologies on function spaces are considered; in increasing order of fineness they are: 
convergence in measure, uniform and “close approximation*‘. For simplicity and definiteness, 
attention is concentrated on the space of Lebesgue measurable real-valued functions on the real 
line; considerable generalizations are possible. The Bore1 classification of some families of 
functions, and the behavior of “most” functious (that is, of a residual set), are studied; the 
compact families of functions in the “close approximation’* topology are characterized; and the 
effect of identifying functions modulo null sets is investigated. 
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topology of convergence in measure 
topology of close approximation 
uniform topology 
Let 9 c R” denote the set of all Lebesgue measurable real-valued functions defined 
on R, and let 9+ denote {f~ Z’:f(x) > 0 for all x E R}. The “topology of close 
approximation”, YC, is defined on R” by taking as neighborhood base c f fE RR the 
sets 
&(f, E) = {g E II?!“: Jg(x) -f(x)1 C E(X) for all x E R}, 
where E E s+. 
We are mainly interested in the subspace 9 of Iwu, in the relative topology induced 
by & ; we denote this subspace by (9, TC). (Generally, if Y is a subset of a set 
2, and 9 is a topology on 2, we denote the induced subspace by ( Y, 9).) The 
motivation for (2, &) comes from [7,8], where it is shown that approximation in 
this close sense has some useful properties (cf. Proposition 2.3 and Remarks 2.4 
below). For the name of this topology we are indebted to 
* This paper did not have the benefit of the first author’s revision; any defects are the responsibility 
of the second author. 
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It is convenient to consider also two further topologies on RR (and 3): the uniform 
topology &, in which basic neighborhoods off are the sets 
??(f; 4~) =(gElP: ]g(x)-f(x)(C E for all x&R}, 
where E E W+, the set of positive real numbers; and the “Lusin topology” TL of 
convergence in measure, defined by the neighborhoods 
i(f,&)=(gEW*: h”{XER (g(x)-f(X)(~&}<&}, &da+, 
where A* denotes Lebesgue outer measure. 
Clearly &_ c TU c &. Each of the three topologies makes IR” (and 3) a topologi- 
cal group under addition-though not a topological vector space (because scalar 
multiplication is not continuous). JcU is of course metrizable, for instance with 
p(f; g) = min{sup,,R If(x) - g(x)(, I}. & is pseudometrizable, with pseudometric 
~(f, g) = 1 unless there exists E E [O, l] such that If(x) - g(x)( d E on the complement 
of some set of measure se, in which case o(f, g) is the infimum of the set of all 
such E. Thus two functions are at zero distance if and only if they agree almost 
everywhere. 
One reason for considering & and 9” along with Yc is that if (for instance) a 
subset 3’ of 3’ is shown to be dense in (3, &) and Gs in (2, 9~) it is automatically 
dense and G6 in all three topologies on 3. Another is that if Isp is closed in ZTU or 
TL, it is automatically Gs also, and hence it is Gs in &, whereas in general a 
closed subset of (2, &) need not be G8 (cf. Corollary 2.9 below). Each of the 
three topologies determines, in a natural way, a topology (denoted by si, FL, 
Z-) on the set 8 of measurable functions moduio null sets; in Section 5 we look 
at ZT in these topologies. 
As a modified box topology, & has some of the peculiarities associated with 
box products. It is badly nonmetrizable; we shall see below that the character of 
(.Z, &) is 2’. It is not hereditarily normal, since (3, &) contains a subspace 
homeomorphic to the box product N” x 0 nsN IR,, which is not normal [2]. We do 
not know whether (3, &-) is normal; at least (being a topological group) it is 
completely regular. However, (8, Y&) is somewhat better behaved; on CH it is 
hereditarily paracompact (5.9). 
The idea of defining topologies on function spaces by using functions E(X) rather 
than constants to specify the neighborhoods, goes back at least to Moore 193, but 
it has largely been restricted to continuous functions and continuous E (as wit!1 the 
m-topology, [6,4]). Another application of this idea, of a quite different nature, is 
to integration theory (see e.g. [5,11,12]). 
The situation considered here can of course be generalized in many ways: R can 
be replaced by more general spaces, A by other measures, 3 by functions measurable 
with respect o other a-fields. any, though not all, of the considerations below 
would generalize asily. 
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First we note the familiar fact: 
ct. .S is closed in RR in the topology TL. 
2 is a closed GS set in RR, in each of the topologies .TL, FU, Y,,. 
As usual we denote by 9’ the set {f e 3': IR 1 f(x)1 dh (x) c cc}. One motivation for 
&- is: 
2.3. 9’ is an open-closed subset of (9, &); and the map I : (LZ’, &) + R 
given by I(f) = jR f(x) dh(x) is continuous. 
(Of course, R is understood to have its usual topology.) 
Proof. Define E(X) = 6/( 1 +x2), where S is a positive constant. One easily checks 
that Sn z’(S, E) c 9” or S’\Z?? according as f E 5? or .Z\Z’; further, if L g E 9’ 
and gc &(A ~),then II(g)-I(f)lc$%r. Cl
2. . (1) As the proof shows, Proposition 2.3 continues to hold if Lebesgue 
measure A is replaced by any equivalent (finite or a-finite) measure on R. 
(2) None of the three assertions in Proposition 2.3 applies to (9, &j or (S,.Yv). 
If A is replaced by an equivalent finite measure, the assertions are easily seen to 
apply to (9, TV), but even then, none of them applies tq (9, YL). 
(3) 9’ is Gs but not dense in (9, &,) (from Corollary 2.2). 
Let %’ denote the set of all continuous functions from IR to R. 
% is closed in (9, F”), and hence also in (9, .?TC). % is dense in 
This merely restates familiar results; the last assertion is, in effect, Lusin’s Theorem. 
2. ropssitlsn. A J!,+?wr spaces IR”, 9, 2Z1, % are Bake spaces in all three topologies 
FL, FU, FC, except for (2’) FL), (S", Fu) and (%, &). 
(A Baire space is one in which the intersection of a countable family of dense 
open sets is dense.) 
The spaces (RR, FL) and (RR, 3”) have complete (pseudo)metrics; 
same is true of the closed subspaces (9, &), (X,5&) and (%, 9”). 
(RF, Yc) is a Baire space, let VO, Vl, V2,. . . be open sets with VO no 
dense when n al.TakefOE VOandEOES+sothat 6(j&2~,,)~ &a 
ce the 
prove 
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ail x E R. An easy induction argument provides 4” E RR and E, E Z+ (n = 1,2, . . .) so 
that &L 24 c &f,-, , &,+)nV, and E,(x)c~/~” for all n&l and XER. For 
each X, the sequence (&(x): n E Nj is Cauchy; define its limit to be f(x). Since 
m> n*fm E e(f,, E,), we have f E &f,, 25,) and hence f E n{ Vn: n = 0, 1,2,. . .} 
as required. 
A slight modification of this argument applies to (9, Yc). From Proposition 2.3, 
(Z”, Yc) is also a Baire space. That (%, Yc) is a Baire space is a trivial consequence 
of Proposition 2.7 below. 
The spaces (6pL, 9”) and (.=%I, YL) are not Baire, because the sets G, = 
{f E 2’: JR If(x)1 dh (x) > n} (n E N) are easily seen to have empty intersection and 
to be Y,-open and YU-dense. To show that (%, YL) is not a Baire space, one uses 
the same strategy taking 
G,, =(f~ %: for some y, z in (-l/n, l/n), f(y)<0 
and f(2 j > 1). 
2.7. position. ( %, Yc) is discrete. 
It is enough to construct co E .Z!? such that Ce n e(O, Ed) = (0:. Express R as the 
union of a sequence of pairwise disjoint, dense, measurable sets Al, AZ, . . . , and 
define co(x)= l/n when XE A,. Tlms e. takes arbitrarily small values in every 
interval, and the only continuous function in &O, eo) is the constant function 0. 
ition. In (2, Yc) the set 3?+ is open but not FC. 
9’ is open because ach f~ Z’+ has the neighborhood Z’n c(X if) c .S?+. Now 
suppose 5” = u{ Fn : n E N}, where each Fn is closed. Partition IR into pairwise 
disjoint nonempty measurable sets A, (n E N), and define g, E dp\g+ and E, E LZ+ 
recursively as follows. Take g, to be the constant function 0, and E] so that 
C(g,, E,) n F, =0. At the nth stage define g,, by g,(x) =$&i(X) if XE Ai for some 
is n, and g,(x) =O otherwise; and take E, E 9+ such that c(g,, E,) n F, =@ and 
E,(X) s E,&) for all x’E Iw. 
Now define h:R-4R by h(x) = $E,(x) when x E A, (n E IN). Clearly h E S”, so 
h E F, for some m c’ N. Then h & &gm, E,), SO there is some y E R for which 
IMY) -&(Y)l a E ,&). In particular h(y) # g,Jy), so ye A, u Al u. . . u A,. 
Accordingly g,(y) = 0 and Ih( 2 e,(y); but Ih(y)( =&z,(y) < E,(Y), giving a 
contradiction. 
. In (2, YC), not every closed set is Gs. 
other contrast between 
is clearly not first countable. 
and its proof (communicate 
pologics on 55’ is that (9, YC) 
iller for the following theorem 
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Let (e(O, E): E E E} (where E c 9’) be .a neighborhood base (when intersected 
with 9) for .Z at the constant function 0; it will suffice to prove that E has cardinal 
at least 2’. Let K denote the usual ternary Cantor set (of measure 0) and, for each 
E E S+, define E^ : K + N by g(x) = least integer greater than ~/E(X) (x E K). Then 
(8 : E E E} is easily seen to be a “dominating family” in NK ; that is, for each 6 : K + N 
there is some E E E such that g(x) > e(x) for all x E K. (This follows from the 
observation that a suitable extension 8” of 8 to a map from 88 to R defines a 
neighborhood e(O, @*) which must contain some Z’n 6(0, E) for some E E E.) 
Accordingly the proof is reduced to establishiiig the set-theoretic result that a 
dominating family in NK must have cardinal (at least) 2’. We use the following 
known result as a lemma. 
a. mere exists a subset 9 of NK, of cardinal 2’, that is of w1 -large 
oscillation. 
(That is, whenever a sequence gl, g2,. . . of distinct elements of 9, and a sequence 
k&z,==. of positive integers, are given, there exists x E K such that g,(x) = k, for 
all n E N.) 
This is a special case of [ 1, Corollary 3.17, p. 771. 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 2.10, suppose 9 is a dominating family in N”, 
and take 9’ as in the lemma. Well order 9’ as (gcr : cy < 2’). For each h : K + N, we 
observe that the set of all cy C 2’ for which g, is dominated by h-that is, such that 
ga (x) < h(x) for all x E K-is finite. For otherwise we obtain an infinite sequence 
a!,<a,<- l l with each g,” dominated by h; but, by construction, there is some 
x E K for which g=,(x) = n for all n E N, contradicting a,( x) c h(x). Thus, in order 
to dominate every ga (a < 2’), 9 must also have (at least) 2’ members. 
aire categories of so e sets of functions 
3.1. In what follows, we shall be concerned only with measurable functions (and 
their equivalence classes). Accordingly we simplify the notation, writing C(J E) for 
.9n &f; E) (where f E 3 and E E 9’); that is, 
C(f, E) = {gE 9: if(x) -g(x); < E(X) for all x E R}. 
Similarly, we put U(A E) = Zn &fI E) and L(f, E) = Z’n L(J E). Because of Propo- 
sition 2.6 it makes sense to ask whether or not “most” functions (in the sense of 
Baire category) in .5? wit these topologies, have a given property. As one would 
expect, “most” functions are not “nice”; the following results provide some illustra- 
tions. The TL topology is usually les ppropriate than the others, since it does not 
distinguish between functions that d r only oft null sets, so we concentrate on %J 
and &. 
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3.2. sition. The monotonefunctions (in the wide sense) form a closed C& nowhere 
dense set in (9, TV) and also in (3, Tc). 
It is enough to consider the set 4 of “increasing” (that is, nondecreasing) functions. 
Clearly 4 is closed, hence Gs, in (9,T”) and therefore in (9, Tc). To verify that 
9 is nowhere dense in both topologies, it is enough to find, for every f~ .% and 
E E S+, a function g E (.9\9) n C(f, E). There is a set A of positive measure such 
that f 1 A is continuous and inf{s(x): x E A} = 8, say, >O. We easily get a, b E A such 
that a < b and f(b) -f(a) < $3. Defining g : If8 + II3 to agree with f except hat g(a) = 
f(a) i- $6, we see that g satisfies the requirements. 
3.3. sition. The strictly monotone functions form a closed Gs nowhere dense set 
in (3, TC), and a nowhere dense Gs set in (9, TV). 
Let 99 denote the set of strictly increasing functions. Since 
9Y=9nn{{fE5?:f(r)cf(S)}: r,sEQ, rcs}, 
where Q denotes the set of rational numbers, we see that 9.% is Gs in (2, T”), and 
hence in (9 TC); it is nowhere dense, from 3.1. To see that 9’9 is closed in (9, Tc), 
suppose f E 5?\9” given; we construct a neighborhood C(f; Q) disjoint from 99. 
If f ti 9, this is trivial, so suppose f E .%. Take &o to be a positive measurable function 
taking arbitrarily small values in every interval (as in Proposition 2.7), and suppose 
g E 99 n C(f, Ed). There must exist a, b E IF8 with a c b and f(a) = f(b) = k, say. 
Since g is not constant on (a, b), it takes some value # k; say g(p) > k for some 
pE(a,b). Put S=g(p)-S and take qc(p,b) with co(q)<& Then g(q)< 
f(q) + EO( q) < k + 6 = g(p), contradicting g E 9.9. A similar argument applies if 
g(p)<k 
3. 9’.% is, of course, not closed in (2, TV); its TU-closure is 9. It can 
be shown that 99 is not even F, in (9, TV). 
The following result is perhaps more surprising. 
3. sition. The nonstrictly monotone functions form a nowhere dense closed Gs 
set in (3, TC). 
Let 90 = 9\9’9, the set of nonstrictly increasing functions (that is, functions 
increasing only in the wide sense). Suppose f E S?\ 'WY; to construct a neighborhood 
C(f, co) disjoint from SK.9. If f @ 9, this is trivial; so assume f E $\WY = LW. With 
co as in Proposition 3.3, suppose g E 9X9 n C(f, co). Then g is constant on some 
interval; say g(x) = k for all x E (a, b). But f is not constant on (a, b), so there is 
pE(a,b) with f(p)+k; say f(p)>k. Put a=f(p)-k, and take qE(p,b) with 
eO( q) c 8. Then f(q) <: g(q) + EO( q) c k + S = f ( p), giving a contradiction. A similar 
ent applies if j*( p) < k 
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This proves ‘VY is &-closed. It is nowhere dense, by Proposition 3.2. It is GS 
because %K% = 4 n (LZ\Y’JJ), where 9 is Gs (Propositl;>n 3.2) a1.J 9\9’.. is open 
(by Proposition 3.3). 
3. . (1) It is easy to see that ‘K% is F, but not closed in (9, &,); its 
closure is 9. It can be shown that 7&Y is not GS in (9” 5”“) (cf. Remark 3.4). 
(2) 9” and %K% might appear to be candidates for the roles of disjoint closed 
sets without disjoint neighborhoods, thus showing (2, 9,‘,) not normal. Unfortu- 
nately, they do have disjoint Tc-neighborhoods, namely u{ C(f, Q): f~ 99) and 
U{C(g, Q,): g ti ‘K%), where e. is as in Propositions 2.7 and 3.3. 
3.7. The subjective measurable functions from R to R form a closed 
nowhere dense set in (9, Tc). 
We omit the straightforward proof. This set of functions is also easily seen to be 
nowhere dense, though not closed, in (9, TU). It would be interesting to know 
whether it is Gs in either topology. 
3. The set %, of measurable functions that are continuous at at least 
one point, is a closed nowhere dense set in (2” Tc). 
roof. For f E A? and a E R, consider the oscillation 
Of(a) = ,“y+ s(f(a -h, a + h)), + 
S denoting the diameter. Thus 0 s Of (a) G 00; and f is continuous at a if and only 
if Of(a) = 0. It is well known (and easily checked) that Of is upper semicontinuous, 
hence measurable. Given f E JZ\ %, , put E(X) = min($!J’f (x), 1); thus E E Z+, and one 
verifies easily that if g E C(f, E), then 0g(x) > 0 for all x E US, proving C(f, E) n @‘I = 8. 
Thus %, is closed. To prove it is nowhere dense, it is enough to prove that, given 
f~ 9 and E E de+, there exists g E C(J E) n (LE’\ %‘,). We proceed as follows. 





with the convention l/O = +OO. The sets A,,,,, form a measurable partition of Iw. Let 
Bmn dt note the set of all points of A,, that are points of condensation of Am,, and 
put Cmn = A,,\&, ; thus Cmn is countable and Bmn is dense-in-itself (possibly 
empty). Take a countable dense subset Dmn of B,,,,, and put E,,, = &,,\D,,,, ; note 
that E,,,, will also be dense in Bmn. Define g on U,, B,,,” by g(x) = (m + f)/n when 
XE Dmn9 g(x)=(m+$h when x45,,,,,. Now IFB\U,, n = U,, Cmn = C9 say, is a 
countable set. Choose for each p E C a sequence (b, : n E fw Gf points of WC 
converging to p; taking a subsequence we arrange that lim,,, g(Q,,( p)) exists 
(possibly infinite) efine g(p) to be an arbitrary number in the interval (f ( 
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f(p) + E(P)) different from lim,,, g( b,( p)). Clearly g is measurable, discontinuous 
at each point of C, and also at each point of each B,,,,, ; and Ig(x) -f(x)1 < E(X) for 
all XE IR. Thus g fulfills the requirements. Cl 
(1) Similar arguments prove that %, , though not closed in (3, &), is 
*dense in (9, &). 
(2) It would be interesting to know whether %, is Gs in (9,ZT.). 
We shall say that a function f is “somewhere of BV” if there is some nonempty 
interval (a, b) on which f is of bounded variation; in general this interval will 
depend on j: 
3. sition. The measurable functions that are somewhere qf BV form a closed 
nowhete dense subset of (2, &$. 
f, Call this set of functions %r, and suppose g E .%‘a 7r is given; we produce a 
neighborhood C(g, E) disjoint from 7r as follows. For each rational interval (a, 6) 
and each n E N there is a finite subset (say) S( a, 6, n) = (x0, x1, . . . , xm) where 
aCxo<x,< 9 l l < x,,, < 6 (these x depending on a, b, n) such that 
f Jg(xi)-g(Xi-l)lb n.
i=l 
Put S* = u{S( a, b, n): a E Q, b E Q!, n E IV}, and enumerate S* in a one-one way as 
S* = { sl, s2, . . .}. Define E E A?+ by E(X) = 1 unless x = Sk for some k E N, in which 
case E(X) = 1/2k. Suppose, for a contradiction, that h E C( g, E) n s’; then h is of 
BV on some rational interval (a, b). For each n E N we have, using the same notation 
as above for S(a, b9 n), that lg(Xi) - h(Xi)l< 1/2k for the k for which x = Sk ; hence 
f Ih(Xi)-h(xi_,)l>n-2 i 2-‘=n-2. 
i-l r=l 
E ) n 3’ = 0, proving 7r closed. 
To show that 7r is nowhere dense, suppose f~ “cr and E E 9’ given; we show 
C(J E) meets 5?\7r, Let U denote the union of all the open intervals on which f is 
V, this is a nonempty subset of R. Enumerate the rational (nonempty) open 
intervals on which f is of BV, as ((a,, &): n EN}. It is easy to see that their union 
is U. We construct pairwise disjoi t countably infinite sets Sn c (a,, fin), in such a 
w that i~rf(e(x): xE Sn} > 0 for each n, as follows. 
t 
‘%k = b~(~cn,Ah 4x)Wkl (n, J=W. 
is uncountable; write nk,- All 
points of condensation of B,; choose 
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one, say b,, and choose a sequence snl < s,2 < l l l of points of B, converging to b,, . 
Put S” = (S”, : m E N), first taking the precaution, recursively, of arranging that Sn 
is disjoint from S1 u S2 u l l l u Sn-, ; this is possible since in choosing Sn only 
countably many points have to be avoided. Note that inf{ E(x): x E Sn} 3 l/k,. 
Define g:lbR by dd=f(d unless d&g,, and g(s,,)=f(s,,)+(-I)“/k,. 
Clearly g E C(f; E). Suppose g is of BV on some interval (a, p) (cy < p); we derive 
a contradiction. 
First, (0, /3) c a For if not, (cy, p) n (R\ 0) contains a nonempty rational open 
interval (y, a), and by construction fl< y, S) = gl( y, 6); thus f is of BV on (y, S), 
giving the contradiction (y, 6) c U. 
Hence the open set (cy, /3) n U is nonempty, and it must contain some @,Lz,, P ,). 
Both f and g are of BV on ((Y,, &); hence so is f-g, = h, say. But the variation 
of h on (LY,, Pn) is at least 
lh(s,*)-h(S,~)l+Ih(S,Z)-h(S,~)l+* l •+l~(~“,)-~(h+!~i 
= 2r/k,, 
for each t E N; making r+ cc gives the desired contradiction. 0 
ropositioo. The Bore1 measurable functions form a closed nowhere dense GS 
subset, both of (9, SC) and of (3, TU ). 
It is enough to show that the set 3 of Bore1 measurable functions is closed in 
(A?,&) and nowhere dense in (9, &). The former is well known. For the latter, 
suppose f E !3I and E E ZZ’+ given; to produce g E C(f; E) n (P\%). Take a non-Bore1 
A-null set Ac88, and define g:R+R by g(x)=f(x) if xgA, g(x)=f(x)+$s(x) if 
XEA. 
3.11. The injective measurable functions play a significant role in [7,8], and are of 
interest in themselves. We first mention an easy result: 
roposition. The one-one continuous functions form a nowhere dense Gs set in 
(% %_JL 
It is enough to consider the increasing one-one conti 
‘8 n 9.9 where (Proposition 3.3) 9.9 is Gs in (9, 9”). Th 
ation is Gs in (%‘, TU). Its closure is easily seen to be % n 
dense in ((e, 9”). 
s functions, that is, 
set under consider- 
h is clearly nowhere 
We remark further that the one-one continuous functions do not form an F, set 
in (%, 9”). For otherwise 5% n X% would be F, in its closure (5% n 9, Yu); and SO 
ement, 59 n 9K.9, would Gs in the complete metric space (% n $9”). 
r, SEQ! with rcs, put = {f~ 70: f(r) =f(s)}. Then %? n WY is the 
union of the countable family o sed sets % n IV,, ; yet each of these is nowhere 
dense in 5%’ n WY, contradicting 
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3.12. The one-one functions are dense in (9, Tc), and hence also in 
(2, %) and (=Z -W 
This is a special case of a theorem proved in [8]: but since the proof of the general 
theorem is complicated, we sketch a direct proof h<re. Given fe 9 and E E .9+, to 
produce an injective h E C(f, E). As in Proposition 3.8, we partition IR into the sets 
A,, (M E 2, n E &I). Enumerate them in a l-l way as a single sequence (Am~k~no: k E 
N), and for each k take a measurable subset Bk of the interval (m(k)/ n( k), 
(m(k)+l)/n(k)) with O<A(&)<1/2%(k), arranging recursively that the sets & 
are pairwise disjoint. Take a measurable bijection hk of Am~k~n~k~ onto a subset of 
Bk (kEN), and define h:lbR by: h(x)= hk(x) when XEA,,,~~~~~~~. Then h is a l-l 
measurable function, and is in C(f, E). 
( 1) The functions that are not l- 1 are also (trivially) dense; for 
instance, the rational-valued functions. 
(2) An argument similar to, but simpler than, that in Proposition 3.12 will show 
that the bijective measurable functions are dense in the surjective measurable 
functions, in &, and hence in SL. It would be interesting to know whether this 
continues to hold in &. 
(3) It has been shown, independently, by Fremlin [33 and by Preiss (communi- 
cated privately) that the set of l-l functions in (3, Tc) is of first category. Thus, 
roughly speaking, a random function in 9 will not be injective. The situation in 
(2, &) and (9,&) presents further complications; we hope to deal with this in 
a subsequent paper. 
(4) It would be interesting to know whether the set of injective measurable 
functions is a Bore1 set in (.Z’,T”) or (9, &), and if so to determine its Bore1 class. 
(One would guess that this set is not Borel, in either topology.) 
.1. For each finite subset S of R, and each h E 3, put 
L,(h) = (f~ 3: f(x) = h(x) for all x E R\S}. 
e natural bijection between L,(h) and IF&’ is easily seen to be a homeomorphism 
between (L,(h), Tc) and Rs in its usual Euclidean topology. Thus every compact 
subset of L,(h), in the usual vector space topology provided by W”, is a compact 
subset of (LZ’, T& and so also, therefore, is every finite union of such sets. Con- 
versely, every compact subspace of (9, &) arises in this way, as we now show. 
For an arbitrary subspace K of (A?, T&, the following are equivalent: 
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(iv) is afinite union K1uKZu* l l u where each Ki is a compact subset of 
Lsi (hi) (in its ordinary Euclidean topology) for some Jinite Si c R and some hi E 2. 
It is, of course, enough to prove (i)+(iv)+iii). That (iv)=+(iii) follows easily 
from known results; one proof consists in noting that the natutral map from the 
topological direct sum (discrete union) Cy=, Ki onto K is closed and continuous 
and has compact (in fact finite) point-inverses, o that [lo, 141 apply. The proof 
that (i) a (iv) takes several Pteps. 
In the rest of Eection 4 (only) we use - to denote the familiar equivalence relation 
(here restricted to 9) 
f- g ~4 f(x) = g(x) for all but finitely many x E R, 
and we denote by [f] the equivalence class of J 
.3. ma. Let K be a countably compact subset of (2, &-). Then K is contained 
in a finite union of equivalence classes [f,] u [ f2] u l 9 l u [ fn], where f, , fi, . . . , fn 
belong to K. 
For suppose not. Pick fi E K and then, recursively, fn+, E K \u{[jJ: 1 G i G n}. 
The infinite sequence fi , f2, . . . must have a cluster point f * in K. For each pair of 
positive integers m, n, with m > n, there are infinitely many values of x E R for which 
fm(x)#fn(x); choose one, say t,,,,, recursively so that all the values t,,,” (m, n E IN, 
m > n) are different. We claim: 
(I) No fn is a cluster point of the sequence (fn: n E N). 
For, given n EN, define (for all m > n) 
%l = Ifmkln) -fn(trnn)l* 
Then (Y,,, > 0, and we obtain E E LZ”+ by setting E(t) = ia, if t = tmn for some m, n 
(with m > n), and E(t) = 1 otherwise. The neighborhood C(fn, E) excludes every fm 
with m > n. 
Hence f * #f” (n EN). In fact: 
(2) f *@ [frill (n E W 
For the argument proving (1) still applies if the values of fn ?,re altered at a finite 
number of places. 
Using (2), pick, recursively, distinct real numbers sl, s2, . . . such that f *(s,) f 
j&) (n&I). Define EKES’+ by ~*(s)=$lf*(s~)-j&)1 if s=sn for some n, and 
E*(S) = 1 otherwise. The neighborhood C( f *, E*) now excludes every fn, and this 
contradiction establishes the lemma. 
. Each equivalence lass [ f ] ( f E .A!?) is &-closed. 
For if g E S\[f 1, choose an infinite sequence t, , t2, . . . of distinct real numbers 
for which g(t,)+f(t,) (n&J), and define e(t)=$lg(t,J-f(t,)l if t= tn for some n, 
E(t) = 1 otherwise. Then C(g, E) n [f ] = 0. 
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Q~CP&WJJ. If K is a countably compact subset of (2, Tc), K is expressible as a 
union K1 v &u l l l u K,, where each Ki is a countably compact subset of [jJ 
for some J E K. 
For in Lemma 4.3 we put Ki = K n [A] and use 4.4. 
.6. Lemma. Let K be a countably compact subset of ([f 1, Tc), where f E 9. Then 
there is a finite subset S of iw such that K c Ls(f). 
There is no loss of generality in supposing fto be the constant functiou 0 (otherwise 
merely translate verything by f ). Suppose the assertion of the lemma is false. By 
induction over n we obtain, for all n E N, functions f, , fi, . . . , fn, . . . and distinct 
real numbers tl , tz, . . . , tn, . . . such that fn E K and fn( ta) # 0, for all n E N. Define 
E E A!?’ by E(t) = i fn ( t,,) if t = t,, for some n, and E(t) = I otherwise. The sequence 
of f’s has a cluster point, say f*, in K. Then f * E [0], by 4.4, so if n is large 
enough-say if n > no -we have f “(t,) = 0. Thus C(f *, E) contains no fn with 
n > no, giving a contradiction. 
4.7. The remaining implication (i)*(iv) of Theorem 4.2 now follows from Corollary 
4.5 and Lemma 4.6, since countable compactness implies compactness in IRS. We 
remark that the same theorem tind proof apply to RR instead of 9, and/or to the 
box-product opology instead of Tc. 
5. 
5.1. In the present section we write f - g to mean h(x E W: f(x) # g(x)} = 0, and [f J 
for the equivalence class off E RR under this equivalence relation. Let 8 denote the 
set of equivalence classes (1 f 3: fE 2). The natural map f -1 f J of A? onto 8 is 
denoted by @. The topologies on %Y corresponding to TL, Tu, Tc are denoted by 
Ti, 9; , TL ; they have neighborhood bases consisting, respectively, of the sets 
Wf 3, E) = {Cgl: If(x) -g(x)1 < p for x E U&4, A(A) c 4, 
U’([f], E)={[g]: If(x)-g(x)]<& for almost all xElR), 
C’([f 1, [e]) = ([g]: If(x) -g(x)1 < B(X) for almost all x E R), 
where it is understood throughout hat J g E 9 and that E E Iw+ for L’ and U’, and 
EEZZ+ for C’. 
Clearly 9: c TL c T> . Further, the map @ is continuous and open (hence 
quotient) in all three cases--that is, as a map from (9, TL) to (8, T;_), or from 
(2, 9”) to (%, T’u), or from (dip, Tc j to (%, 9;). Hence: 
5.2. Proposition. %’ is a Baire space in each of the topologies T)L, Tb , Tk . 
For the property of being a Baire space is preserved by continuous open surjeo 
tions. 
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The map @ : (9, &) + (%, 3;) is just the standard isometry resulting from the 
identification of points at zero distance in the pseudometric space (Z’, &). It is 
therefore a closed map. By contrast, we have: 
5.3. 
closed. 
To see this, let 9+ denote the family of all Borel-measurable maps from R to 08+, 
and let t-fi be a 1-l correspondence between R and 9?+. For each t E R, define 
g,:IW-,IWbyg,(x)=f,(x)unlessx=?,andg,(t)=-l.LetsP={g,: t4R}.ThensPc.Z’, 
and it is easy to see that & is closed in (9, T”), and therefore also in (2” Tc). 
However, @(J@ is not closed in (8, TL), and is therefore not closed in (8, TL) 
either, because the constant function 0 is in its T&closure. 
As observed above, (8, TL) is metrizable; one suitable metric is given by taking 
o([f], [g]) to be the infimum of the set of al! E E (0, l] for which &) - g(x)1 < E 
except on a set of measure less than E (or 1 if this set of e’s is empty). Also (Z’, Tb) 
is metrizable, with metric given by ~([f], [g]) = essential sup{(f(x) - g(x)(: x E IR} 
if this is less than 1, or 1 otherwise. As one would expect, (8, T&) is far from 
metrizable; for instance, from Proposition 2.8 it follows that @(9’) is open but not 
F, in (%‘, T&). It should be remarked that the topologies Tk and Tb , though both 
metrizable, are different; for example, the sequence of characteristic functions of 
the intervals [0, l/n], n E N (or rather, of the equivalence classes of these functions) 
converges to the zero function in Ti but not in TL. 
sitioa. In each of the three topologies Ti, Tb , Tk , the weight w( g) of 8 
For let J& denote the family of all unions of intervals of the form (n, n + l), where 
n EN. For each A E ~4, define GA = L’([x,J, f), where xA denotes the characteristic 
function of A. Then (GA: A E ~4) is a family of c pairwise disjoint subsets of 8, all 
of them open in T L, and therefore also in TL and T& . This shows that all three 
topologies give % weight at least c; and the reverse inequality is trivial. 
sition. In (8, Tk), no sequence of distinct points can have a cluster point. 
Suppose ([f”]: n E N) is a sequence of distinct points of %, having a cluster point 
[f *]. Without loss of generality we may assume f * = 0, and also that no [ fn] is [O]. 
Then for each n there is a positive constant a, and there is a measurable subset A, 
of R such that A(A,) > 0 and If”(x)1 > a, for all x E A,. 9***9 
&CA,,, and O<A(H,)<SA(H,_,). Put B,= 
2, - l l are pairwise disjoint sets of positive measure, 
EEA?+ by E(x)=;Q, ifx~ for some n E N, and 
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E(X) = 1 otherwise The neighborhood C’(fO], [e J) does not contain any [fn], a 
contradiction. 
.7. Corollaries. (1) In (%, !Y&), every countable set is closed. 
(2) For a subspace A of (%, PC), the following are equivalent: (a) A is countably 
compact, (b) A is compact, (c) A is finite. 
(3) (%, Tk) is not first countable. 
. It follows that, on CH, the character of (%, 3;) is c. In fact, Martin’s Axiom 
suffices: 
sition (MA). The character of (8, T>) is c. 
of proof. As with (2, Sc) in Theorem 2.10, the character in question is at 
least the car ,.nal of a “dominating family” in L!?+, where now ‘f dominates g” 
means *f(x) 5 g(x) for almost all x E lR”. Fix a partition of R into sets A,, A*, . . . 
sf positive measure, and let %? be the set of all functions from OB to N that are 
constant on each A,. From a “dominating family” (in the above sense), say 9, for 
2+ we obtain a “dominating family” SE’ for 3, with SVc 9 and IX’1 s ISI. And X is 
in l-1 correspondence with a dominating family 9 in NN, where ‘f dominates g” 
means f(n) 3 g(n) for all n EN. MA implies that 1~1= c; thus the character of 
(%, T&) is at least c, and the reverse inequality is trivial. 
It would be interesting to know whether MA is needed here. 
5.9. Being a separated topological group, (g, .Yk) is a completely regular Hausdorf5 
space. On C , much more is true: 
(CH). (g, Sk) is hereditarily paracompact. 
We begin the proof by recalling two definitions. A space X is said to be an 
“ll&-space” [ 131, where k is an infinite cardinal, provided X has a base % of open 
sets such that, for all &c % with cardinal l&l c k, U& is closed. X is said to be 
“ultraparacompact” (or “strongly zero-dimensional”) providing every open cover 
of X has a pairwise disjoint open refinement. We state the following result from 
[13] as a lemma. 
mma (Roitman). If X is an l&-space for some k 2 w(X), then X is ultrapara- 
compact. 
& 
Under the same hypotheses, X is hereditarily ultraparacompact (hence 
paracompact ). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 5.9, it will thus suffice to prove: 
8. ( 5S, T&) is an IR,, -space. 
For each f r .Z and e E Z’, define 
W(f; 4 = UW’([f I, Cd(n + 01): n E W; 
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this is Y&-open, and [f ] E (f, E) c C’([f 1, [E]). Thus the sets W(f, E) form a 
base for (8, Y&). We must sho t every countable union of such sets is closed. 
Suppose, then, that W* = , E,): n E N}, where each fn E pF;p and E, E .2Z+. 
To prove we construct E*E LE’+ such that 
C’([gl, b*I) n W* = 8= 
For m, n E IV, define amn E 2 by 
s,,(X)=Ig(x)-f,(x)l-n&,(X)l(n+r) (=W. 
Since IIglg Wfm, E,,,), we have S,,(x) > 0 on a set (say) A,, of positive measure. 
By the same method as in Proposition 5.6 we obtain pairwise disjoint measurable 
sets B,” c A,, of positive measure. Define E*(X) = a,,,, if x c Bm,l for so% ‘P m, n E N, 
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